Abstract-Reliable mapping and hazard detection are prerequisites for autonomous navigation for unmanned ground vehicles. Because of the uncertainty and vibration induced by high-speed navigation and rugged terrain, the problem of mapping for high-speed off-road autonomous navigation has not been completely solved yet. A relative probabilistic mapping (RPM) algorithm is introduced to address the problem. Firstly, the relative probabilistic map is updated by Kalman filter and Gaussian Mixture algorithm based on the probabilistic exteroceptive measurements model. Then, terrain traversability is evaluated to identify obstacles in the map. Experiments on offroad high-speed autonomous vehicle, which suffers from severe vibration, with different sensor configurations are carried out to demonstrate the capability of the RPM algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Successful off-road autonomous driving by an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) requires reliable perception and mapping of natural terrain. While perception algorithms are used to acquire measurements of surrounding environments, terrain mapping algorithms are used to represent the terrain, evaluate the traversability and detect the hazards. A map of the surrounding environment should be built in real-time to navigate the vehicle. The problem of map building has been extensively studied in recent decades. However, most of previous works mainly focused on structured environments such as indoor and urban environments. Mapping for autonomous navigation in structured environments has been widely used in specific scenarios. As for unstructured environments, due to noisy measurements, time synchronization error and vibration introduced by high-speed navigation, mapping for off-road navigation still remain to be solved.
Mapping for off-road autonomous navigation is not new. However, most of previous works mainly focus on mapping for low-speed navigation, especially for planetary rovers. That is, the speed is limited to lower than 10 km/h. Due to severe vibration and measurement error induced by highspeed movement, existing algorithms failed to model and evaluate surrounding environments. Firstly, measurements from exteroceptive and proprioceptive sensors could not be directly used to map the environments. One point cloud *Resrach supported by the National Nature Sciences Foundation of China (Grant No. 61203340, 61305121) and the state key laboratory of robotics. directly generated from raw measurements from sensor mounted on a off-road vehicle is given in Fig. 1 .
Vibration Fig. 1 . Example of the point cloud directly generated from raw measurements echoed by 2-D LiDAR and navigation system mounted on a off-road vehicle.
To better illustrate the problem, only one 2-D (2-Dimensional) LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) measurements are transformed and displayed. Because of the vibration, some area are overlapped by different scans. If not properly processed, these area may be identified as hazards. Beside vibration, some other error sources, such as sensor pose calibration error, time synchronization error, etc., also exist in the mapping process. Special considerations should be taken to tackle the uncertainty involved in mapping process. Secondly, to depict the complex off-road terrain, details of the terrain and uncertainty of the measurements should be modelled by the map. While the real-time requirement prefers simpler map structure. Balance should be made between real-time performance and environment descriptive ability when designing map structure. Thirdly, traversability evaluation algorithm should also be updated considering the uncertainty in the map.
In the literature, some works did address the problem of high-speed off-road mapping. The vehicles in the DARPA Grand Challenge 2005 (DGC2005) had to solve similar problem to traverse the 132 miles desert terrain in 10 hours. Stanley, the vehicle that won the DGC2005, utilized the probabilistic terrain analysis (PTA) algorithm proposed by Thrun [1] . The PTA utilized a statistical error model of the pose estimation error. Hazards were detected by probabilistic tests. The parameters of PTA were tuned by learning labelled training data. The labelling process required the vehicle to drive through drivable areas to get better parameters. Different conditions, such as speed, environments, etc. , may introduce different parameters. The PTA algorithm only consider only one LiDAR. No adaption for multiple sensors were given. Besides, the algorithm caches all measurement points falling in each 2-D grid. This may require lots of memory and computation for vehicles with exteroceptive sensor such as Velodyne LiDARs.
The authors would like to point out that the desert terrain is relative smooth and soft. The vibration of the vehicle was not so serve. However, some rough terrain may induce severe vibration that makes the identification of obstacles even harder to solve. In this paper, the authors try to develop a relative probabilistic mapping (RPM) algorithm suitable for high-speed and highly-vibrated off-road autonomous driving. The algorithm consists of probabilistic description of the environment, corresponding map update policy and traversability evaluation algorithms. The proposed algorithm is also verified on an off-road autonomous vehicle.
The proposed algorithm differentiate itself from previous works in several aspects:
• A new relative probabilistic elevation grids is proposed to map the environment. That is, in each grid, both highest and lowest elevations estimation of the grid are recorded.
• Kalman filter and Gaussian mixture are utilized to update each grid. The accuracy of elevation increase as more measurements are made.
• Traversability are evaluated based on the elevation estimates in each grid and the speed of the vehicle.
• The proposed algorithm has been verified by online offroad driving tests. The off-road driving tests are conducted at different speeds to demonstrate the algorithm.
II. MEASUREMENT ERROR MODELING Considering a mobile robot equipped with exteroceptive sensors (such as LiDAR, stereo vision, etc.), the process of building environment map for mobile robots could be summarized as: 1) Acquire data from exteroceptive sensors and proprioceptive sensors; 2) Transform exteroceptive measurements to a reference coordinate based on vehicle poses measurements estimated by proprioceptive sensors; 3) Update the environment map by the transformed environment measurements. 4) Evaluate traversability and detect hazards from the map. Theoretically, these processes are quite straight forward. However, when applied to real robotic systems, special consideration should be taken to tackle the uncertainty involved in these processes. Patrick [2] has identified that the process error maybe induced by:
• The measurement noise of exteroceptive sensors;
• The pose estimation error of the proprioceptive sensors;
• The pose calibration error of the exteroceptive sensors relative to vehicle;
Besides these error sources, the accumulation process needed to build environment maps further amplifies the process error. These error sources universally exist in mapping system. For vehicles travelling on the road or move at low speeds, the process error is bounded in a relative small range as the pose changes slowly. That is, these errors could be ignored. However, for off-road high-speed vehicles that suffers from drastic vibration, the process error could not be simply ignored.
To update the map by the contaminated measurements, a statistical representation of the measurements should be formulated. Miller [3] has built a minimum mean square error(MMSE) estimate of the transformed measurements. The proposed algorithm is based on the statistical error model. The model is briefly summarized here as: 1) By means of the uncertainty modeling, each measurement in reference coordinate could be approximated
2) The 3-D measurement point should be casted into x−y plane by conditional distribution. The elevation of the point in g ij (grid with index (i, j)) could be further approximated by e ∼ N ê, σ 2 e .
3) The probability that the point falling into each grid
Rp y ) ∈ g ij could be approximated by Riemann square.
III. ENVIRONMENT MAP AND UPDATE POLICY
Until now, each measurement is prepared to update the map. Before going on with the update algorithm, the map structure will be first introduced.
A. Environment Map
Considering the real-time requirements for high-speed autonomous driving, only a local grid map is maintained in the system. The surrounding environment is first latticed into grids. Then, information of the grid is updated by the measurements falling in the grid. To avoid the expansion of the map and avoid frequent memory copy, wrapping around technique [4] is adopted.
In the literature, each grid stores only one elevation or traversability probability of the grid. This straight forward environment description is quite effective for structured environments. However, for unstructured environments, especially off-road terrain, this simple technique is not so satisfactory. One example scenario is given in Fig. 2 . For the road curb, some sensor measurements (LiDAR measurements in this example) may fall into one grid. If the elevation simply set as average elevation [5] , the obstacles maybe misidentified as traversable area. If the elevation simply set as highest or lowest elevation falling into the grid, navigable grid may be misidentified as hazards because of the inaccurate elevation. To avoid false positive and false negative obstacle classifications, the authors proposed a information-rich grid model. The information recorded in each grid includes:
• The average elevation of the grid: ξ;
• The highest elevation of the grid: h;
• The variance of the highest elevation: σ 
B. Update Policy
To update a grid with new measurement e ∼ N ê, σ 2 e , the measurement is first compared with ξ, h and l to check which elevation should be updated. Then, the highest or lowest elevation is updated by the measurement based on Kalman filter. The average elevation is also updated by Gaussian Mixture of the measurement. Details of the update process is as follows.
1) Highest/Lowest Elevation Update: For measurement e, if e > (h + ξ)/2, the highest elevation h is updated; if e < (l + ξ)/2, the lowest elevation l is updated. The highest and lowest elevation is updated by Kalman filter.
The highest and lowest elevation of each grid do not change with time. The process of grid elevation estimation could be formulated as estimating elevation value based on new measurements without state transition. The highest elevation estimation is:
where v k denotes the measurement noise. Applying standard Kalman filter to the process:
whereĥ 0 , σ 2 h0 are the initial mean and variance of the elevation. The initial mean and variance are simply set as the first point falling in that grid. The process could be further simplified as:
By Kalman filtering, the points falling into the grid can be fused sequentially to get the estimation of the elevation.
In the perspective of updating the elevation, each new measurement is weighted when fused into the estimation. The higher variance of the measurement, which means the more uncertain of the point, the less weight is assigned. Compared to averaging the measurements either uniformly or by Gaussian Mixture, the newer measurements yield higher impact on the estimation. This property assigns more weight to measurements made at near range. The process of updating the lowest elevation of a grid could be similarly formulated as:
2) Average Elevation Update: The average elevation is used as a criterion of determining which of the elevations should be updated. The average elevation is updated by Gaussian Mixture on each new measurement.
where P n is the probability that the n-th measurement falling into the grid. As the variance is not used when updating the map and evaluating traversability, the variance of average elevation is omitted to save memory.
IV. TRAVERSABILITY EVALUATION
Based on the Kalman filter and Gaussian Mixture estimation process, each grid is updated. The information stored in each grid is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
To apply the map to autonomous driving, the traversability should be evaluated. The difference of the highest and lowest elevations could be approximated by δ = h −l. According to 3σ criterion of Gaussian Distribution, the highest elevation is most probably in the range ĥ − 3σ h ,ĥ + 3σ h . The same criterion also applies to lowest elevation. Combining these two elevations, the difference of the elevation most probably falling in the range δ
For unstructured environment, the obstacle area always have outstanding features, either raised or hollowed. As a result, more measurements accumulate around the obstacle. That is, the false negative obstacle classification is unlikely to happen in off-road scenario. The traversability evaluation mainly focused on how to avoid false positive obstacle classification. That is, the difference of the elevations is limited to δ ∈ (ĥ −l) − 3 (σ h + σ l ) , (ĥ −l) . In fact, the difference used to classify obstacles is set as:
where η ∈ [0, 3] is the confidence factor. In practice, this factor is adaptively set as proportional to vehicle vibration. With this elevation difference, the traversability of grid could be evaluated by:
where ∆ is the obstacle threshold. The threshold is empirically set according to the obstacle surmounting ability of the vehicle. Grids whose elevation difference exceeds the threshold are classified as obstacle. For off-road vehicles, higher vibration/velocity, which means higher confidence factor η, will induce relative smaller difference and finally makes grid unlikely to be classified as obstacles. This traversability evaluation just acts as adaptively adjust the obstacle threshold according to vehicle vibration for each grid. However, as measurements at different vibration levels are fused to estimate the grids, simply adjust the threshold is obviously not applicable. By this traversability evaluation process, each grid on the map could be classified into 3 categories:
• Obstacle: if two or more measurements falls into the grid and the difference of highest and lowest elevations δ exceeds predefined obstacle threshold ∆, the grid is identified as obstacle;
• Traversable: if only one measurement falls into the grid, the grid is directly set as traversable and corresponding traversability is set to 0; if multiple measurements falls into the grid and the relative elevation difference δ is in within the threshold ∆, the traversability cost is set by normalizing the difference to 0-100 by 100δ/∆. Fig. 4 . Flowchart of mapping process: firstly, each exteroceptive measurement is transformed by corresponding pose estimation to get its 3D distribution; secondly, the elevation (z) distribution of the measurement and the probability that the measurement falling in each grid is evaluated; then either the highest or the lowest elevation of the grid is updated by Kalman filter, the average elevation is updated by Gaussian Mixture algorithm; finally, traversability of the map is evaluated, hazards are detected. The map is updated a high frequqency when each new measurement is acquired; the traversability is evaluated a low frequency only when map is required by navigation module.
For a measurement Si p from sensor S i , the mapping process is summarized in Fig. 4 . The map is updated at high frequency when new measurement is acquired. The traversability is evaluated at low frequency only when map is required by navigation module.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experiment Setup
To verify the proposed algorithm, experiments are conducted on an autonomous vehicle. An commercial SUV (Sport Utility Vehicle) is chosen as the vehicle platform. The vehicle is equipped by navigation system for pose estimation and LiDARs for environment perception. The navigation system measure the vehicle pose by an IMU (inertial measurement unit) and a dual-antenna GPS. The pose is outputted at 100 Hz frequency. The velocity error of the navigation system is 0.028 m/s, the heading error is 0.1 The velocity, pitch angle and roll angle of the vehicle when collecting the data is shown in Fig. 5 . The speed of the vehicle ranges from 8 km/h to 18 km/h. Compared to the vehicles driving on desert terrain in DGC2005, the speed is not that high. However, because of the rough terrain, the vehicle suffers from sever vibration. Besides, to fully test the capacity of the RPM algorithm, both accelerations and decelerations were made. The pitch and roll angles changed drastically. Pose estimation error and time discrepancy between the measurements from navigation system and LiDARs makes it impossible to reliably evaluate traversability from the raw measurements.
To fully demonstrate the capacity of the proposed RPM algorithm, experiments are conducted with different sensor configurations. In single 2-D LiDAR experiments, the error sources mainly include measurement noise of exteroceptive sensor, pose estimation error, time synchronization error between exteroceptive measurements and pose estimations. In single 3-D LiDAR experiments, accumulation error is also included. In the multiple LiDARs experiments, both accumulation error and sensor pose calibration error are addressed.
As the sensor measurements were collected in real-time, different velocity will induce different density of the point cloud and further induce different obstacle identification results. That is, no ground truth of the environment map could be set as the criterion to assess the performance of the RPM algorithm. However, as the road could be clearly identified from the map, the ratio of the grids on the road identified as obstacles is set as the criterion.
B. Single 2-D LiDAR
The map built from single 2-D LiDAR at 48.28 s is shown in Fig. 6 . The original point cloud is shown in Fig. 1 . The map covers about 6 seconds of LiDAR measurements. In this time window, the average speed is 16.09 km/h, the velocity variance is 1.44. Because of the rugged terrain and the high-speed movement, the pitch angle (mean -6.02
• , variance 5.05) and roll angle (mean -3.22
• , variance 0.86) changes drastically. In the map, the grayscale color of the grid changes from white to black to represent the 0-100 traversability. Higher traversability indicates higher cost is required when traversing the grid. Obstacles grids (τ ≥ 100) are labelled by red color. Null grids that have no measurements are labelled by viridian color. Both RPM and non-RPM algorithm are utilized to construct the map. The non-RPM algorithm simply set the highest and lowest elevation falling in each grid as the maximum and minimum elevation falling in the grid. The traversability is evaluated by formula (7), (8) with η = 0. The traversability map built from non-RPM algorithm is shown in the left figure of Fig. 6 . As only single 2-D LiDAR is utilized, measurements are made when the vehicle push forward. That is, measurements should be equally distributed in the map. However, some grids may have multiple measurements because of the vibration. If not properly processed, these grids may be set to high traversability or even labelled as obstacles as shown in the non-RPM map. For example, the grids on the road are traversable grids. Because of the vibration, non-RPM labels these grids as obstacles. The vehicle will be forced to stop. On the contrary, these grids are labeled as traversable area in the RPM map. The costs of traversing these grids are set very low because of the relative probabilistic representation of the grid.
The ratio of the road misidentified as obstacle in the non-RPM map is 4.39% (without counting null grids). This false positive ratio is relative low as only one 2-D LiDAR is utilized. Most non-obstacle grids has only one measurements falling into it. As for the RPM map, the false positive ratio is 0.0015%. Only the obstacles at the down right could not be removed.
Another problem the authors would like to note is: though the RPM could effectively avoid false positive obstacle identifications, some false negative identification may be induced by RPM algorithm. In fact, the boundary of obstacles will have more measurements hitting on it. As a result, false negative identification is unlikely to happen at the boundary of obstacles. Conventionally, multiple sensors are equipped on autonomous vehicle. The false negative identification will not happen as more measurements are made to perceive surrounding environments.
C. Single 3-D LiDAR
The map built from single 3-D LiDAR (Velodyne HDL-32E)of the same scene is shown in Fig. 7 . Different from 2-D LiDAR which could only measure environments in front of the vehicle, the 3-D LiDAR could measure 360
• of surrounding environments. That is, some grids may be measured multiple times at different time. The pose estimation error and time synchronization error are accumulated.
The traversability map built by non-RPM algorithm is shown in the left figure of Fig. 7 . The false positive obstacle identification ratio of road grids is 11.57%. Compared to the non-RPM map built from single 2-D LiDAR, more grids (especially grids in lower part of the map), are identified as obstacles. In fact, these grids are originally identified as traversable. As more points made at different time and different pose falling in these grids, the pose estimation error and time synchronization error are accumulated. These grids are eventually identified as obstacles. In the traversability map built by RPM algorithm (as shown in the right figure of Fig. 7) , the accumulated error is effectively eliminated. Compared to single 2-D LiDAR, The misidentification ratio is drops from 0.0015% to 0.001% as less null grids exist in the single 3-D LiDAR map. Though the traversability of some grids on the road is not 0, the cost is still kept at a low level as light grey color suggests. 
D. Multiple LiDARs
In single LiDAR cases, the sensor pose calibration error could be considered as systematic error. In the multiple LiDARs case, as multiple LiDARs contribute to the map. The pose calibration errors are greatly amplified. The traversabil- ity map built by non-RPM algorithm is shown in the left figure of Fig. 8 . The road is almost completely blocked by the misidentified obstacles. Few grids are even false identified as obstacles by the RPM algorithm as shown in the right figure of Fig. 8 . The false positive misidentification ratio of the road grids increases to 27.8% as more error sources are involved in the non-RPM algorithm. However, the ratio of RPM algorithm is 0.0018% with only some misidentifications exit at the right side of the road.
To further demonstrate the RPM algorithm, another traversability map of environment consists of sparse distributed obstacles is extracted in Fig. 9 . The mean velocity when collecting the data is 9.40 km/h. Corresponding velocity variance is 0.75. The pitch (mean -2.11
• , variance 4.63)and roll (mean 2.93
• , variance 5.02) angles also suffer from drastic change. The environment could be accurately mapped by RPM algorithm. No false positive obstacle identification exist on the road. False negative obstacle identification is also effectively avoid. This is proved by the fact that even the rocks (approximately 0.1 m) along the road could be clearly identified. The authors would like to point out that there are some limitations still remained. Instead of identifying all obstacles, the RPM algorithm could only identify boundary of the obstacle area. That is, if some obstacles smoothly extends multiple grids, no elevation difference exist in the inner part of the obstacle. As a result, the inner part of the obstacle is identified as traversable. However, the boundary of the obstacle could be reliably detected and avoid by the vehicle. The RPM algorithm could also be applied to detect negative obstacles if enough measurements are returned by the LiDARS. However, limited by the incident angles of the LiDARs, narrow ditches could not be reliably detected until the vehicle get close to the ditches. This problem could be solved by optimizing the sensor configuration and complement the LiDARs with visual sensors.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The problem of mapping and traversability evaluation have been extensively studied in recent decades. However, previous research mainly focused either on structured environments or low-speed off-road scenarios. Due to the uncertainty introduced by high-speed navigation and rugged terrain, existing algorithm failed to reliably mapping the environment and detect hazards. A new relative probabilistic mapping (RPM) algorithm is proposed to solve this problem. The RPM algorithm consists of a relative probabilistic environment description and corresponding map update policy, traversability evaluation algorithm. Firstly, probabilistic measurement model is established considering sensor calibration error, vehicle pose estimation error and measurement error. Then, Kalman filter and Gaussian mixture algorithm are utilized to update the relative elevations of the map. Finally, traversability is evaluated to detect hazards from the relative probabilistic map. Experiments with different sensor configurations are carried out on autonomous driving vehicle to verify the RPM algorithm. The experimental results suggest that the RPM algorithm could reliably and accurately model the environment even with the presence of severe vibration and different error sources. False positive and false negative obstacle identifications of obstacles could also be effectively avoid by the RPM algorithm.
